CARING FOR YOUR VEHICLE WRAP AND GRAPHICS

Caring for your vehicle wrap is very important.
To keep your investment looking great we offer the
following tips & suggestions:
WASHING

Keep your vehicle clean! Hand washing your vehicle regularly with a soft,
clean cloth or sponge is ideal. We recommend rinsing off as much dirt and
grit as possible with a spray of water and using a wet, non-abrasive detergent.
Never use a high pressure sprayer on the wrap!
The sprayer will likely blow the material off or at the very least cause damage
the material. Also, never take your vehicle through an automatic car wash. We
strongly recommend waiting 7 days before cleaning your wrap for the first time.
Unsealed Roads
Any driving on unsealed roads as the flying debris wil result in minute stone
chips whcih then begin the degradation process of the vinyl wrap and hence
shorten the life of the wrap

STORAGE

Try to park your vehicle in a garage or undercover whenever possible as
vinyl wrap films (just like paint) are degraded by prolonged exposure to sun
and atmospheric pollutants, particularly on the horizontal surfaces such as
the bonnet, boot lid and roof.

BOATS

Vinyl films are not designed to be permanently submerged in water,
fresh or salt. We recommend cleaning boat wraps with fresh water after
each use. We recommend waiting 7 days before taking your boat out
on the water for the first time.
Do not use high pressure sprayers, rough scrubbing or abrasive tools
as these will scratch the vinyl film.
If your wrap gets a deep scratch, tear or begins lifting, it must be brought
back into the Exhibitionist immediately for repairs to avoid further damage
to the wrap.
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE PROCEDURES WILL RESULT
IN VOID OF WARRANTY
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What products should I avoid using

when cleaning my wrap?

•
•
•
•
•

Solvents
Oil based cleaners
Degreaser
Orange / citrus based cleaners
Any household cleaners

How do I clean bird droppings, tree
sap, and other difficult stains?
Difficult contaminants such as bug splatter,
bird droppings, tree sap and similar need to
be softened by soaking them for several
minutes with very hot, soapy water.
Rinse thoroughly and dry.
If further cleaning is needed we recommend
bringing the wrap in to us.
Fuel spills should always be wiped off,
washed, rinsed and dried as soon as possible
to avoid damage to the vinyl.

What do I do if my wrap is
peeling, popping or bubbling?
If your wrap experiences any peeling or
popping in the first week after being installed,
it should be brought back in immediately.
Bubbles and some forms of popping can be
ressolved but if neglected for over a week,
the job would have to be re-done and
warranty can not be guaranteed.
Do not attempt to clean or fix your wrap
if it is popping or peeling!

